PIGY GAMES
ROUND ONE
PILOT PROJECT
https://pigytoken.com/pigygames
What is PIGY Games?
PIGY Games is a game that PIGYTOKEN create that will help the small pool to get more
delegation.
What is the rewards that I can get?
There are 3 level of winner in PIGY Games
1. Gold Medal + 2,000,000 PIGY (Two Million PIGY)
2. Silver Medal + 1,000,000 PIGY (One Million PIGY)
3. Bronze Medal + 500,000 PIGY (Five Hundred Thousand PIGY)
Each Medal comes with the certificate to Avoid duplication.
The Medal

Bronze Medal

Silver Medal

Gold Medal
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FAQ
What kind of game we are play?
We have couple of games that we are preparing. But for round 1, we are playing “Decentralizer”.
Decentralizer is a game where we selected 5 small single operate SPO that we give
them the Medal and the rewards. The SPO must try hard to promote, get delegator to
delegate to his/her pool and give 1 of their delegator the rewards.
The delegator must delegate at least 10,000 ADA and stay for at least 10 epoch in one
of the selected pools.
When the game start?
The game will start at EPOCH 301 (Nov 6,2021) and will end at EPOCH 318 (Feb 4, 2022)
Which one is the selected pool?
CHRTY, ICRYP, KAWAN, MYLO, ROSE
Why do you choose these pool?
Since this is a pilot project, we choose couple of pools that support PIGY promotion
and we know for a long time.
Are there any cost for delegator to join this game?
No, no cost at all. However to the winner we might me ask to send us 1 ADA to confirm
that the wallet is belong to the winner. But, we will return it with the PIGY. So, it is totally FREE.
Who can join the game?
Anybody who have min 10,000 ADA, except people who live in Central African Republic, Comoros, Cuba, Equatorial Guniea, Falklands, Guniea Bissau, Iran, Johnston Island,
Kiribati, North Korea, Mayotte Island, Myanmar, Nauru, Nlue, Saint Pierre Et Miquelon,
Sao Tome & Principe, Sierra Leone, Solomon Island, Somalia, St Helena, Sudan, Syria, Tajikistan, Tokelau Island, Republic of Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Wake Islands and any country that cannot be reach by FEDEX/UPS.
I only have 10ADA, Can I join the game?
This term and condition are created for pilot project. It can change in the future. We
will see how the ADA holder respond to this game. As long as we can achieve our main
objective to help SPO making blocks and sustain Cardano Network decentralization.
Then, this can change.
How do you decide the winner?
Right now there are 2 ways how to choose a winner, either random pick or the biggest
stake. This will be SPO decision.
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FAQ
What I need to do to join the game?
Delegate your ADA and fill the form in https://pigytoken.com/pigygames Winner will
be pick at EPOCH 320. We will contact through email to confirm you. There are no cost
to join this game.
I am a Stake Pool Operator, I want to join this game. What should I do?
You can contact us through Twitter, Email, discord, forum.cardano.org.
Are all Stake Pool Operator can join this game?
Only single pool operator can join the game. We are prioritized the small pool and active pool.
Are there any cost for Stake Pool Operator to join this game?
For Stake pool operator, there is some cost we still haven’t decided yet about the cost
of the medal, shipping to SPO, etc. But the cost to ship the medal from the Stake pool
to the delegator will be at Stake pool cost.
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Terms and Condition
1. The game will last for 3 months. Start 6 November 2021 (Epoch 301), ends 4 Feb 2022
(Epoch 318)
2. The draw will be start 5 Feb 2022, The winner announcement 15 Feb 2022.
3. The winner announcement will be through:
Our Twitter account https://twitter.com/pigytoken
Our Discord channel https://discord.gg/YJXEqT58
Our Telegram Account https://t.me/pigytoken
4. Each contestant must delegate to any of the following pool for at least 10 EPOCH.
The selected pools for round one are CHRTY, ICRYP, KAWAN, MYLO, ROSE. At the end
of the game (Epoch 318) the delegator must be still in the one of the selected pool that
he/she stay for 10 epoch and he/she must fill the form in
https://pigytoken.com/pigygames to join the game.
5. The minimal ADA delegated to the pools are 10,000 ADA (or any amount that SPO
decided).
6. The decision of the winner is final.
7. In case we cannot contacted the winner within 2x24 hours, then we will change the
winner to another candidate.
8. The selected SPO must help to promote PIGY Games.
9. The winner must proof the ADA address belong to him/her.
10. The winner must provide shipping address.
11. Country that are not served:
Central African Republic, Comoros, Cuba, Equatorial Guniea, Falklands, Guniea Bissau,
Iran, Johnston Island, Kiribati, North Korea, Mayotte Island, Myanmar, Nauru, Nlue, Saint
Pierre Et Miquelon, Sao Tome & Principe, Sierra Leone, Solomon Island, Somalia, St
Helena, Sudan, Syria, Tajikistan, Tokelau Island, Republic of Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Wake
Islands and any country that cannot be reach by Fedex/UPS.
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